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 net, FPGA, and On Semiconductor Live Design. What is OrCAD®? OrCAD® is a full-featured PCB (printed circuit board) editing and simulation tool that has been around since 1996, but with many new features added since then and a complete rewrite in 2013, OrCAD® is now the industry standard for creating and simulating functional electronic circuits. OrCAD® is certified for use on PC,
Mac, Linux, and Android. OrCAD® runs on PC and Mac, with PC being the only supported platform for Linux and Android. OrCAD® is available as both a stand-alone program, OrCAD® Studio, and as a free add-on product to the main OrCAD® PCB Editor, OrCAD® Free. OrCAD® is the only free PCB editing tool that also includes a simulation environment that runs a full set of PSpice
compatible PCB simulators, such as AnalysiSIM®. OrCAD® also includes a physically based SPICE simulator that uses Kirchhoff’s Laws to calculate a realistic representation of circuit behavior based on physical properties of the components and interconnects. OrCAD® Free Free is not always free, but in this case, it really is. OrCAD® Free allows you to use a fully functional PCB editor and

simulation environment. OrCAD® Free is free, but only for a single user. This means that it does not allow you to share designs with other users or collaborate on them. You can still make changes to your design and modify the circuit behavior, but it is not a full OrCAD® PCB editor. It will also show you the results of the simulation, but it does not automatically report the circuit results to a PCB
plotter. For many people, this is not a problem because they do not need a PCB plotter, or they just want to make a quick pass through the design and check the results. But for those people who want to use a PCB plotter, OrCAD® Free is the way to go. What you get in OrCAD® Free OrCAD® Free includes the following: PCB plotter: The Cadence® /Allegro® FREE Physical Viewer allows you to

view PCB plots from OrCAD® PCB Editor and Allegro PCB Editor. The free version of this viewer does not allow 82157476af
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